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Online Algorithms with
Discrete Visibility

Exploring Unknown Polygonal Environments

T
he context of this work is the exploration of
unknown polygonal environments with obstacles.
Both the outer boundary and the boundaries of
obstacles are piecewise linear. The bound-
aries can be nonconvex. The exploration

problem can be motivated by the following
application. Imagine that a robot has to
explore the interior of a collapsed build-
ing, which has crumbled due to an
earthquake, to search for human sur-
vivors. It is clearly impossible to have
a knowledge of the building’s inte-
rior geometry prior to the explo-
ration. Thus, the robot must be
able to see, with its onboard
vision sensors, all points in the
building’s interior while follow-
ing its exploration path. In this
way, no potential survivors will
be missed by the exploring
robot. The exploratory path
must clearly reflect the topology
of the free space, and, therefore,
such exploratory paths can be
used to guide future robot excur-
sions (such as would arise in our
example from a rescue operation).

There are several online compu-
tational geometry algorithms for
searching or exploring unknown poly-
gons with or without holes, which assume
that the visibility region can be determined
in a continuous fashion from each point on the
path of a robot. Although this assumption is reasona-
ble in the case of a human watchman, it may not be practical in
the robotic case for several reasons. First, autonomous robots
can carry only a limited amount of onboard computing
capability. In the current state of the art, computer vision

algorithms that could compute visibility polygons are time
consuming. The computing limitations suggest that it may
not be practically feasible to continuously compute the visi-

bility polygon along the robot’s trajectory. Sec-
ond, for good visibility, the robot’s camera will

typically be mounted on a mast. Such devi-
ces vibrate during the robot’s movement,

and, hence, for good precision (which
is required to compute an accurate

visibility polygon) the camera must
be stationary at each view. There-
fore, it seems feasible to compute
visibility polygons only at a
discrete number of points. Hence,
in this article, we assume that the
visibility polygon is computed at
a discrete number of points.

Although the earlier discus-
sion suggests that a robot can
only compute visibility polygons
at discrete points on its path, it is
not clear whether the total cost
for a robotic exploration is domi-
nated by the number of visibility
polygons that it computes or the

length of the path it travels. The
computational geometry literature

has typically assumed that the cost
associated with a robot’s physical move-

ment dominates all other associated costs,
and, therefore, minimizing the Euclidean
length of the path of a robot is considered as

the main criterion or the sole criterion for
designing motion-planning algorithms. The essential

components that contribute to the total cost required for a
robotic exploration can be analyzed as follows. Each move will
have two associated costs. First, there is the time required to
physically execute the move. If we crudely assume that the robot
moves at a constant rate, r, during a move, the total time
required for motion will be d=r, where d is the total path lengthDigital Object Identifier 10.1109/MRA.2008.921542
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followed by the robot during the exploration. Second, in an
exploratory process where the robot has no a priori knowledge
of the environment’s geometry, each move must be planned
immediately prior to the move so as to account for the most
recently acquired geometric information. The robot will be
stationary during this process, which we assume to take time tM.
Because straight-line paths are the easiest to plan, and since any
curvilinear path can be well approximated by straight-line seg-
ments, we assume that each move consists of a straight segment.
For the reasons outlined previously, we assume that the robot is
stationary during each sensing operation, which we assume
takes time tS. Let NM and NS be the number of moves and the
number of sensor operations, respectively, which are required to
complete the exploration of P. Hence, the total cost of an
exploration is equated to the total time, T , which is required to
explore P: T (P)¼ tM NMþ tS NSþd=r. Now, (tM NMþ tS NS)
can be viewed as the time required for computing and maintain-
ing visibility polygons, and it is, indeed, a significant fraction of
T (P) because computer vision algorithms consume significant
time on modest computers in a relatively cluttered environ-
ment. Thus, the goal in this article is to develop an exploration
algorithm for a robot that minimizes the number of visibility
polygons computed during the exploration of P.

Here, it is assumed that a vision sensor can see any object in
P, irrespective of its distance from the sensor, which is not the
case in practice. Computer vision range sensors or algorithms,
such as stereo or structured-light range finder, can reliably
compute scene locations only up to a depth R. The reliability
of depth estimates is inversely related to the distance from the
camera. Thus, the range measurements from a vision sensor for
objects that are far away are not at all reliable. This suggests that
it is necessary to restrict visibility polygons by a range distance
R. Therefore, only the region of P within R is considered to
be visible from the camera of the robot. We refer to the visibil-
ity polygon under this range restriction as the restricted visibil-
ity polygon. Observe that restricted visibility polygons need
not always be closed regions. For exploring P, an online algo-
rithm with a range restriction needs more views than an online
algorithm without any range restriction.

This article is organized as follows. In the next section, we dis-
cuss the background for our problem on robotic exploration and

establish its relation to the art gallery problem. In the section ‘‘An
Exploration Algorithm,’’ we present an online exploration algo-
rithm without a range restriction and show that the algorithm
computes at most r þ 1 visibility polygons, where r is the total
number of reflex vertices in P. The competitive ratio of the algo-
rithm is (r þ 1)=2. We also show that r þ 1 visibility polygons are
sometimes necessary to see the entire P. In the ‘‘An Exploration
Algorithm with Range Restriction’’ section, we present an
online exploration algorithm by restricting visibility polygons by
a range distance R. The maximum number of visibility polygons
that may be needed by this algorithm to explore P of n vertices
with h holes is bounded by
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The competitive ratio of the algorithm is
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Finally, we conclude the article with a few remarks.

Background for Robotic Exploration
In this article, the robot is assumed to be a point. The polygo-
nal environment P is assumed to consist of a boundary poly-
gon, B, populated with h polygonal obstacles, or holes with a
total of n vertices. The assemblage of B and the obstacles is the
polygon P (see Figure 1). The free space,F is the complement
of the holes in the interior of P. Prior to the exploration of P,
the robot has no knowledge of the geometry of P, the number
of edges, or the number of holes. However, we make three
assumptions. 1) We assume that the robot can locate its current
location relative to a fixed reference configuration. Denote
p ¼ (x, y) as the coordinates of the robot relative to this fixed
reference. 2) The robot can compute the visibility polygon,
VP(P, p) from a viewing point p 2 P. The visibility polygon
VP(P, p) is the set of all points of P visible from p [9] and is
bounded by some combination of polygonal edges, partial
polygonal edges, and constructed edges as shown in Figure 1.
For example, uu0 is a constructed edge, u0v is a partial polygonal
edge, and vw is a polygonal edge. One of the endpoints of a
constructed edge is always a reflex vertex. 3) We assume that
the viewing point p and two endpoints of every constructed
edge in VP(P, p) are collinear. For example, p, u, and u0 are
collinear (see Figure 1).

To explore an unknown polygonal environment P, the
robot starts from a given position and sees all points of the free
space F incrementally. It may appear that it is enough to see all
vertices and edges of P to see the entire free space. However,
this is not the case, as shown by the example in Figure 2. In this
figure, three views from p1, p2, and p3 are sufficient to see all
vertices and edges of P, but the shaded region uvw ofF cannot
be seen from these views. This suggests that to see the entire
free space the algorithm must ensure that all triangles in the tri-
angulation of P have been explored. Once P is known and tri-
angulated, triangulation of the free space becomes a map of F ,

VP(P,p)

u

P

P

u�
wv

Figure 1. Visibility polygon of P from a point p.
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and it can then be used by the robot for its movement between
any two locations inF for future operations.

Suppose p1, p2, . . . , pk be the viewing points in P such that
an optimal exploration algorithm for a point robot has com-
puted visibility polygons from these points, where p1 is the
starting position of the robot. For safety reasons, the next
viewing point is always chosen within the region of P that
has so far been explored by the robot. Therefore,
1)
Sk

i¼1 VP(P, pi) ¼ P, 2) pi 2 VP(P, pj) for some j < i, and
3) k is minimum. So, P can be guarded by placing stationary
guards at p1, p2, . . . , pk. So, the exploration problem for a point
robot is the art gallery problem for stationary guards [14], with
the additional constraint 2). Hence, our exploration algorithms
for a point robot are approximation algorithms for this variation
of the art gallery problem (when P is not known a priori),
which also seems to be nondeterministic polynomial time-hard.
For the standard art gallery problem (i.e., P is known a priori
and constraint 2) is omitted), Ghosh [8] proposed approxima-
tion algorithms for minimum vertex and edge-guard problems
for polygons with or without holes that run in O(n5 log n) time
and yield solutions at most O( log n) times the optimal.

In the standard art gallery problem, guards can be placed
anywhere inside P, and, therefore, there may be guards that
cannot be seen by any other guard (see Figure 3). We know
that bn=3c stationary guards are sufficient and sometimes nec-
essary for guarding P, which contains no holes [14]. Suppose

the guards g1, g2, . . . , gk are placed in P for security reasons
in a such way that each guard gi for i > 1 is visible at least from
one other guard gj for i < j, then bn=3c guards are not suffi-
cient as shown in Figure 4. This figure also shows that
bn=2c�1 guards are necessary. It has been proved by Hernan-
dez-Penalver [11] that bn=2c�1 guards are not only neces-
sary but also sufficient. If P contains h holes, we know that
bnþh=3c stationary guards are sufficient and sometimes nec-
essary for the standard art gallery problem [14] (see Figure 5).
If the guards also have to satisfy the visibility constraint
between them as stated previously, then bnþh=3c guards are
not sufficient as shown in Figure 6. We feel that bnþ2h=3c
guards are sufficient for this problem.

A watchman route in a polygon is a polygonal path such
that every point of the polygon is visible from some point on
the path [13], [14]. It can be seen that the path of a robot
produced by our exploration algorithm is a watchman route
inside P. This path can also be used as an inspection path for
autonomous inspection of subsequent traversal [4], [5]. Note
that after the viewing points are chosen by our exploration
algorithm, the length of the inspection path can be made
shorter by connecting these viewing points through shorter
paths [5], [15].

An Exploration Algorithm
In this section, we describe an algorithm that a point robot can
use to explore an unknown polygonal environment and
guarantee that the entire free space F has been seen by the
robot [10]. We show that the algorithm computes at most
r þ 1 visibility polygons, where r is the total number of

P

Figure 3. Three guards can see the entire P, but they are not
mutually visible.

P

Figure 4. Two more guards are required to ensure visibility
between guards.

P

Figure 5. Four guards can see the entire P, but they are not
mutually visible.

p1

p2

p3 P

u w

v

Figure 2. Three views are enough to see all vertices and edges
of P but not the entire region.
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reflex vertices in P containing h holes. We also show that
r þ 1 visibility polygons are sometimes necessary to see the
entireF .

The algorithm proceeds as follows. The robot starts at any
initial location, p1, where it determines VP(P, p1). Using the
visible vertices of P in VP(P, p1), the robot triangulates as much
of the VP(P, p1) as possible. Let this triangulation be denoted
T1. The robot then executes a forward move to the next view-
ing point p2. For safety reasons, forward moves are always
restricted to the current visibility polygon. Then, it computes
the next visibility polygon VP(P, p2). The region common to

VP(P, p2) and T1 is removed. The remaining free space in
VP(P, p2) is triangulated, and the total triangulation T2 is
updated. So, T2 represents the map ofF explored so far.

To describe the algorithm in more detail, assume that the
robot is beginning the ith step of the exploration procedure. Let
Ti�1 denote the cumulative triangulation that has been estab-
lished prior to step i. Let uv be a constructed edge of
VP(P, pi�1), where u is the vertex of P and v is a point on a
polygonal edge of P. The next viewing point pi can be chosen
from the triangle uvw formed by the constructed edge uv, the
boundary edge uw of Ti�1, and the partial polygonal edge wv.
Figure 7 shows that p2 is chosen from the triangle uvw. If there is
no constructed edge of VP(P, pi�1), the robot executes a back-
ward move. The backward move is repeated until a constructed
edge uv is located for some VP(P, pj). A point from the triangle
uvw can be chosen as pi, as stated earlier. Note that if both u and
v of a constructed edge happen to be the vertices of P, then w
and v become the same and, therefore, pi is a point on uw.

Once pi is chosen, the robot computes VP(P, pi) and then
removes the region common to VP(P, pi) and Ti�1 from
VP(P, pi). If this operation splits VP(P, pi) in several disjoint
parts, the part containing pi is chosen as VP(P, pi). As a
result, VP(P, pi) contains a portion of F , which is yet to be
triangulated. It can be viewed as if VP(P, pi) has been com-
puted by treating Ti�1 as an opaque region. From now on,
whenever we refer to VP(P, pi), it means that VP(P, pi) is the
connected unexplored region of F that is visible from pi and
contains pi.

After computing VP(P, pi), the interior of VP(P, pi) is again
triangulated by connecting only the vertices of P that lie in
VP(P, p1). The vertices of the triangulation may also include verti-
ces from previously triangulated regions. Let T 0i denote the trian-
gulation of the newly viewed free space in VP(P, pi). Hence, at the
end of step i, the total free space triangulated is Ti ¼ Ti�1 [ T 0i . In
the following lemma, we show that T 0i is not empty.

Lemma 1: There exists at least one triangle in T 0i .

Proof: By definition, the next viewing point pi lies on or
outside the boundary of Ti�1, and it belongs to a previously
computed visibility polygon. Without loss of generality, we
assume that pi is a point of VP(P, pi�1). We know that pi is
chosen from the partial visible triangle uvw formed by a con-
structed edge uv of VP(P, pi�1), the corresponding boundary
edge uw of Ti�1, and the partial polygonal edge wv. Figures 7
and 8 show that p2 is chosen from the triangle uvw. So, the
boundary of VP(P, pi) consists of the edge uw and a chain of
polygonal and constructed edges connecting u and w. Since

w
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Figure 7. The algorithm needs nþ 2h� 2 views; i.e., six
views.

P

Figure 6. Two more guards are required to ensure visibility
between guards.
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Figure 8. The algorithm needs r þ 1 views; i.e., four views.

The robot must be able to see, with

its onboard vision sensors, all points

in the building’s interior while

following its exploration path.
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this chain makes a turn of 180� or more with respect to pi,
there exists a vertex v0 of P on the chain such that uv0w is a tri-
angle inside VP(P, pi). Hence, uv0w belongs to T 0i . The same
argument holds if pi 2 uw. n

Corollary 1: The viewing point pi belongs to T 0i and VP(P, pi)
removes at least one constructed edge of VP(P, pi�1).

The above lemma suggests that every time a view is taken, at
least one new triangle is explored. From the acquired view
VP(P, pi), the robot establishes a list of constructed edges
(Ci;1, Ci;2, . . . , Ci;ci ) on the boundary of the current visibility
polygon. These edges help to define the partial visible triangle
uvw as stated earlier. Observe that the choice of the viewing
point inside such triangles can play a major role in deciding the
number of visibility polygons that are required to see the unex-
plored free space as shown in Figures 7 and 8. Therefore, for
subsequent forward exploratory moves, choose a point zi; j

( j ¼ 1, . . . , ci) on Ci; j. Choose one of the zi; j, for example,
zi;1, to be the next viewing point, piþ1, and recursively apply
this procedure. Hence, the algorithm is a depth-first search of
the unexplored free space. When the entire unexplored terri-
tory associated with zi;1 has been explored, then choose
another viewing point at level i, say zi;2, and continue. Note
that while choosing zi;2 as the next viewing point, the corre-
sponding constructed edge Ci;2 must lie, partially or totally, on
or outside the boundary of the free space triangulated so far
(called an unexplored constructed edge). Otherwise, it is con-
sidered that Ci;2 has been explored. The algorithm terminates
when all the constructed edges of VP(P, p1) have been
explored recursively. In the following lemma, we show that
the algorithm has exploredF completely.

Lemma 2: When all the constructed edges of VP(P, p1) have been
explored recursively, the algorithm has explored the entire free spaceF .

Proof: Assume on the contrary that all the constructed edges
of VP(P, p1) have been explored recursively, but there exists a
point z 2 F , which has not been seen by the algorithm. Con-
sider a path Q inside P connecting p1 to z. If no such path
exists, then z does not lie in the free spaceF , which contradicts
the assumption that z 2 F . So, we assume that such a path Q
exists. Since p1 lies in the triangulated region, starting from p1,
Q must intersect at least one boundary edge uv of the triangula-
tion before reaching z. It means that there exists an unexplored
constructed edge bounded by u or v, which contradicts the fact
that all the constructed edges of VP(P, p1) have been explored
recursively. Therefore, the entire path Q lies inside the triangu-
lation of P. Hence, z has been seen by the algorithm. n

In the following, we present the major steps of the explora-
tion algorithm for computing the set S of viewing points.
Step 1: i :¼ 1; T (P) :¼ ;; S :¼ ;; Let p1 denote the start-

ing position of the robot.
Step 2: Compute VP(P, pi); Construct the triangulation

T 0(P) of VP(P, pi); T (P) :¼ T (P) [ T 0(P); S :¼
S [ pi;

Step 3: While VP(P, pi)�T (P)¼; and i 6¼ 0 then i :¼ i�1;
Step 4: If i ¼ 0 then goto Step 7;
Step 5: If VP(P, pi)� T (P) 6¼ ; then choose a point z on

any constructed edge of VP(P, pi) lying outside
T (P);

Step 6: i :¼ iþ 1; pi :¼ z; goto Step 2;
Step 7: Output S and T (P);
Step 8: Stop.

In the following lemma, we prove the upper bound on the
number of views that may be required by our exploration algo-
rithm to see the entire free space.

Lemma 3: The exploration algorithm computes at most r þ 1
views, where r is the total number of reflex vertices in P.

Proof: Let u1v1, u2v2, . . . , ujvj be the constructed edges
generated by the algorithm during exploration. Since one
endpoint of every constructed edge is a reflex vertex, we
assume that u1, u2, . . . , uj are reflex vertices. If u1, u2, . . . , uj

are different vertices, then j � r. So, the exploration algorithm
can take at most r views after the initial view at the starting
position. Consider the other situation when u1, u2, . . . , uj are
not different vertices. Assume that u1, u2, . . . , ui�1 are different
vertices, and ui is the same as uk where i < j and
1 � k � i� 2. We know that the algorithm will choose a
viewing point on uivi before any viewing point is chosen on
ukvk. Let T (P) denote the region of the free space triangulated
so far by the algorithm before a viewing point (say, z) is chosen
on uivi. Note that u1, u2, . . . , ui�1 are vertices of T (P). Since
the exploration algorithm uses the depth-first search method,
the algorithm explores the entire free space recursively lying
outside T (P) that can be reached from z. Let T 0(P) be the tri-
angulated region of the newly explored region starting from z.
Since uivi and ukvk share the same vertex by assumption, there
exists a path in the free space from z to every point of ukvk and,
therefore, entire ukvk lies inside T (P) [ T 0(P). So, at most one
viewing point can be chosen by the exploration algorithm
from those constructed edges that share the same reflex vertex.
Hence, the exploration algorithm can take at most r views after
the initial view at the starting position.

The correctness of the exploration algorithm and the com-
pleteness of the exploration follow from Lemma 1 and Lemma
2, respectively. Lemma 3 provides the upper bound on the
computational complexity of the exploration. We summarize
the result in the following theorem. n

Theorem 1: The exploration algorithm correctly explores the
entire polygonal environment by computing at most r þ 1 views, where
r is the total number of reflex vertices in P.

Let us now compare the performance of our algorithm with
that of an optimal exploration algorithm. Consider a spiral
polygon without any hole as shown in Figure 9. It can be seen
from the figure that no exploration algorithm, starting from
p1, can explore the entire spiral polygon in less than r þ 1
views. Figure 10 also shows that r þ 1 views are necessary to
explore the entire polygon, which contains one hole. On the
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other hand, consider a star-shaped polygon without any hole
as shown in Figure 11. In this figure, two views are enough to
see the entire star-shaped polygon because the robot takes the
first view at the given starting position p1, and then it takes the
second view from the star-point p2. On the other hand, our
algorithm first takes a view from p1 and, then, takes r views to
remove all constructed edges of VP(P, p1). This example
shows that this is the worst performance of our algorithm (i.e.,
the competitive ratio is (r þ 1)=2) with respect to the perform-
ance of an optimal exploration algorithm. We have the follow-
ing theorem.

Theorem 2: The competitive ratio of the exploration algorithm is
(r þ 1)=2, where r is the total number of reflex vertices in P.

An Exploration Algorithm with
Range Restriction
In this section, we present our exploration algorithm by
restricting the visibility polygons by a range distance R (see
Figure 12) and establish an upper bound for its competitive
ratio [2]. This algorithm follows the same approach as in
the previous algorithm. We start with the following
observation.

Theorem 3: Let D be the longest line segment that can lie com-
pletely inside a polygonal environment P. If R � D, then the explo-
ration algorithm in the previous section can be used to explore P using
restricted visibility polygons.

Proof: The proof follows from the fact that if R � D any
visibility polygon computed by the exploration algorithm is
the same as the restricted visibility polygon. n

Let us consider the other case when R < D. Let RVP(z)
denote the restricted visibility polygon computed from a
point z. Observe that a restricted visibility polygon may not

p5

p4

p3

p2

p1

P

Figure 9. Any exploration algorithm needs at least r þ 1 views
for exploring the spiral polygon.

p3

p1

p4

p2

p5

P

Figure 10. Any exploration algorithm needs at least r þ 1
views to explore the polygon with one hole.

p2

p1

P

Figure 11. The star-shaped polygon can be explored in two
views.
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Figure 12. Vertices of restricted visibility polygon from pi with
range R are u1, u2, . . . , u12.

There are several online

computational geometry algorithms

for searching or exploring unknown

polygons with or without holes.
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be closed (see Figure 13), and its boundary can have circular
arcs in addition to constructed and polygonal edges. So, it is
necessary to take another view from some point in the current
restricted visibility polygon to see more of P. The process can
be repeated until the union of these restricted visibility poly-
gons covers P.

In the following, we present an algorithm that a point robot
can use to explore P by starting from an internal point p1 and
using restricted visibility polygons (see Figure 13). Our algo-
rithm is somewhat similar to the Bug1 algorithm [3], [12] and
the coverage algorithm [1], where a point robot moves straight
to the boundary of P and then follows the boundary of P.
However, our algorithm chooses viewing points arbitrarily
close to the boundary of P rather than on the polygonal edges
to avoid collision. In the sequel, whenever a viewing point is
said to be on a polygonal edge, it implies that the viewing point
is arbitrarily close to the polygonal edge.

Let CPi denote the region of P so far visible from the robot.
The robot initializes its polar coordinate system by setting its ori-
gin at p1. So, the coordinates of the boundary points of CPi are
with respect to p1. Initially, all edges of P are unmarked to indi-
cate that they are not yet explored by the robot. Starting from p1,
the algorithm chooses viewing points on circular arcs until a
point u on the boundary of P is visible from the robot. Assume
that u belongs to a hole Hi in P. Then, the robot chooses view-
ing points along the boundary of Hi until all edges of Hi are visi-
ble from the robot. Similarly, the robot explores the remaining
holes and the outer boundary of P one by one. Finally, the algo-
rithm terminates when the entire free space of P is explored.
Step 1: Compute RVP(p1); i :¼ 1; CPi :¼ RVP(pi); If the

boundary of CPi consists of only polygonal edges
then goto Step 8;

Step 2: While the boundary of CPi consists of only circu-
lar arcs do (see Figure 13)

Step 2a: Choose a point z on any circular arc of CPi;
i :¼ iþ 1; pi :¼ z;

Step 2b: Compute RVP(pi); CPi :¼ CPi�1 [ RVP(pi);
Step 3: If pi is not a point of a polygonal edge do (see Fig-

ure 14)
Step 3a: Let z be the furthest point of pi on the boundary of CPi

that belongs to a polygonal edge; i :¼ iþ 1; pi :¼ z;
Step 3b: Compute RVP(pi); CPi :¼ CPi�1 [ RVP(pi);
Step 3c: Mark those edges of P that are totally inside CPi;
Step 4: While pi is a point of an unmarked polygonal edge

do (see Figure 15)
Step 4a: Starting from pi, traverse the boundary of

RVP(pi)� CPi�1 along polygonal edges until a
point z is located, which is a starting point of a cir-
cular arc or a constructed edge; i :¼ iþ 1; pi :¼ z;

Step 4b: Compute RVP(pi); CPi :¼ CPi�1 [ RVP(pi);
Step 4c: Mark those edges of P that are totally inside CPi;
Step 5: If the boundary of CPi contains a part uu0 of a

polygonal edge then (see Figure 16)
Step 5a: Take a point z from uu0; i :¼ iþ 1; pi :¼ z; goto

Step 4;
Step 6: While the boundary of CPi consists of only circu-

lar arcs and marked edges do (see Figure 17)

Step 6a: Choose a point z on any circular arc of CPi;
i :¼ iþ 1; pi :¼ z;

Step 6b: Compute RVP(pi); CPi :¼ CPi�1 [ RVP(pi);
Step 6c: Mark those edges of P that are totally inside CPi;
Step 7: If there is a circular arc or a constructed edge on

the boundary of CPi then goto Step 3;
Step 8: Report viewing points p1, p2, . . . , pi and Stop.

P

p1

z

pi

Figure 14. The current restricted visibility polygon has
intersected a polygonal edge for the first time.

P

p1

pi

pi – 1

z

Figure 15. The robot moves along the boundary of P from pi

until the next viewing point z is located.

P

p1

p2

p3

z

Figure 13. Restricted visibility polygons are computed in P
starting from the initial position p1.
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Let us prove the correctness of the exploration algorithm.
We show that CPi ¼ P when the algorithm terminates.
Assume on the contrary that P 6� CPi. Then, there exists a
point p 2 P and p 62 CPi. If there exists a path from p to p1

lying inside CPi, then, p belongs to CPi, which is a contradic-
tion. Otherwise, any path from p to p1 must intersect the
boundary of CPi. Since every edge on the boundary of CPi is a
polygonal edge at the time of termination, every path from p
to p1 must intersect an edge of P. So, p does not belong to P,
which is a contradiction. Hence, CPi ¼ P when the algorithm
terminates. We have the following theorem.

Theorem 4: Using restricted visibility polygons, the exploration
algorithm explores the entire polygon P correctly.

In the following lemma, we establish an upper bound on
the number of views required by a robot to explore the region
P using this exploration algorithm.

Lemma 4: If the area, perimeter, number of holes, and number
of reflex vertices of P are Area(P), Perimeter(P), h and r, respectively,
then the number of viewing points required by the exploration algorithm
is bounded by

8 3 Area(P)

3 3 R2

� �
þ Perimeter(P)

R

� �
þ r þ hþ 1:

Proof: Place P on a grid where the diagonals of squares is of
length

ffiffiffi
3
p

R=2 (see Figure 18). Observe that if the robot takes a
view inside a square, it can cover the entire square as every point
of the square is within the distance of R from the viewing point.
So, the number of squares lying partially and totally inside P
gives an upper bound on the number of views required. n

Consider the squares that lie totally inside P. We know that
the area of a square is ð

ffiffiffi
3
p

R=2
ffiffiffi
2
p
Þ3 ð

ffiffiffi
3
p

R=2
ffiffiffi
2
p
Þ ¼

3 3 R2=8. Clearly the number of such squares in P is at most
Area(P)=(3 3 R2=8) ¼ 8 3 Area(P)=3 3 R2. Since the robot
can take at most one view in each square, 8 3 Area(P)=3 3 R2

views can be taken from such squares in P.

P

p1

p2

p20

p8

z

Figure 17. All boundary edges of P are already explored (i.e.,
marked).

P

√⎯
3R/2

Figure 18. P is placed on a grid, where the length of
diagonals of squares is

ffiffiffi
3
p

R=2.

√⎯
3R/2

R/2

pi +1

pi

R

R

q

P

Figure 19. Viewing points pi and piþ1 are on the same edge
of P.

P

p1

p20

p2

p8

u
z

u�

Figure 16. The robot moves to a point z of uu0 to explore all
edges of that hole.

It is open whether an upper

bound on the number of views

for exploring P under

translation can be derived for a

convex robot.
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Consider the squares that are intersected by edges of P.
Instead of counting the number of squares intersected by the
edges of P, we show that such intersected squares are covered
by views that are taken along the boundary of P. Let pi and piþ1

be two consecutive viewing points on the boundary of P.
Assume that both pi and piþ1 lie on the same edge of P (see Fig-
ure 19). We know that the distance between them is R if they
are intermediate points on the edge. If the distance between
them is less than R, then piþ1 is a reflex (see Step 4). Consider
the case where pi and piþ1 are intermediate points on the same
edge. Draw two circles of radius R with pi and piþ1 as centers. It
can be seen that any point q, at a distance of at most

ffiffiffi
3
p

R=2 for
the segment pipiþ1, lies within one of the two circles. On the
other hand, every point of any square intersected by the seg-
ment pipiþ1 lies at a distance of at most

ffiffiffi
3
p

R=2. Therefore, all
points of the squares intersected by the segment pipiþ1 lie
within RVP(pi) or RVP(piþ1). The same arguments hold if piþ1

is a reflex vertex, or pi and piþ1 do not belong to the same edge
(see Figure 20). Hence, all points in the squares intersected by
edges of P can be seen by at most Perimeter(P)=Rb c þ r views,
where r represents the additional views taken at reflex vertices.

Now, consider the view that sees the boundary of P for the
first time (see Step 3). If the view is taken from a square inter-
sected by an edge of P, then we have to add 1 to the bound.
Since there can be one such view for every hole and for the
outer boundary of P, there can be hþ 1 additional views in the
squares intersected by edges of P. Hence, the maximum num-
ber of views that the robot can take to explore P is bounded by
(8 3 Area(P))=(3 3 R2)b c þ Perimeter(P)=Rb cþ r þ hþ 1.

Let us derive the competitive ratio of the exploration algo-
rithm. Since a robot can see in each view at most pR2 area of
P, any exploration algorithm must take at least Area(P)=pR2d e
views to see the entire P. Hence, the competitive ratio is

8 3AreaðPÞ
3 3 R2

j k
þ PerimeterðPÞ

R

j k
þ r þ hþ 1

AreaðPÞ
pR2

l m ,

which is upper bounded by

8p
3
þ pR 3 Perimeter Pð Þ

Area Pð Þ þ r þ hþ 1ð Þ3 pR2

Area Pð Þ

� �
:

It can be seen that the worst case arises when the number of
reflex vertices is large for a given P and R. On the other hand,
if R is sufficiently large, the number of views required is
r þ hþ 1. We have the following theorem.

Theorem 5: The competitive ratio of the exploration algorithm
for a point robot with restricted visibility polygons is bounded by

8p
3
þ pR 3 Perimeter Pð Þ

Area Pð Þ þ r þ hþ 1ð Þ3 pR2

Area Pð Þ

� �
:

Conclusions
Our exploration algorithm for a point robot in the ‘‘An Explo-
ration Algorithm’’ section chooses the next viewing point on

an unexplored constructed edge. It can be seen from Figure 8
that the viewing point p4 has been chosen, as the triangle con-
taining p4 is not totally visible from p1 or p3. However, this tri-
angle is totally visible jointly from p1 and p3. This observation
suggests that if partially visible triangles associated with unex-
plored constructed edges are taken into consideration while tri-
angulating the current visibility polygon, it may be possible to
reduce the number of viewing points by one for every hole that
gives the tighter bound r þ 1� h. However, it is not clear how
to combine these partially visible triangles correctly to generate
a triangulation connecting only the vertices of the polygon.

Suppose we wish to design an algorithm that a convex ro-
bot C can use to explore an unknown polygonal environment
P (under translation) following a similar strategy of the point
robot as stated in the ‘‘An Exploration Algorithm’’ section: let
x be the point of C corresponding to the position of the visual
sensor of the robot (see Figure 21). This means that the region

R

R

R

P

pi +1

pi

Figure 20. Viewing points pi and piþ1 are on different edges
of P.

p2
p1

p3

p4

p5

Figure 22. More than r þ 1 views are required for exploration.

s1

x

s2

C

P

Figure 21. Two parts s1 and s2 of P cannot be explored by C.
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visible from the current position of C is always the visibility
polygon computed from x. Observe that since all points of P
may not be reachable by C, some parts of P may remain unex-
plored as shown in Figure 21.

Let p1 be the starting position of x (see Figure 22). Initially,
C computes VP(P, p1). Then, it computes the Minkowski
sum of C and VP(P, p1) under translation of C, taking x as
the reference point [6], [7]. From the Minkowski sum, con-
structed edges of VP(P, p1) are located that can be touched by
C, which can be called eligible constructed edges. Then, C
moves toward an eligible constructed edge until it touches
some point on that edge. Let p2 be the corresponding posi-
tion of x. Then, C computes VP(P, p2). Using this strategy, C
can explore P but that requires more than r þ 1 views as
shown in Figure 22, because the same reflex vertex is an end-
point of more than one eligible constructed edge. So, the
upper bound on the number of views for a convex robot is
more than r þ 1. It is open whether an upper bound on the
number of views for exploring P under translation can be
derived for a convex robot.
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